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AssrRAcr
Measurementof luminescenceof 2 I synthetic members of the scheelite-powellitesolidsolution seriesshows that for excitation at 250 nm, the emission peakschangefrom 425
nm for pure scheeliteto 530 nm with the addition of l0 molo/oCaMoOo.From l0 to 100
molo/oCaMoOo, the emission peak remains at 530 nm. This emission shift is similar to
that noted by previous workers who interpreted the emission shift to be the result of a
singlepeak whose wavelengthshifts regularly with a changein composition from one end
member to the other. Our data, however, indicate that there are two separatepeaks-a
scheelitepeak and a powellite peak-that combine to form a composite emission peak.
The wavelengthshift of the compositeemission peak resultsfrom variations in the relative
intensities of the scheelite and powellite peaks. The scheelite peak exhibits a marked
decreasein intensity with the addition of as little as 0.2 molo/oCaMoOo. This decreaseis
not the result of Mo simply diluting the effect of W but instead appearsto reflect nonradiative energytransfer from tungstateto molybdate orbitals.
The intensity of solar-stimulated luminescenceincreasesas the Mo content in Mobearingscheeliteincreases.With as little as 8 molo/oCaMoOoin the crystal, scheeliteshould
luminesce with sufficient intensity to be detectablewith a Fraunhofer line discriminator,
an airborne optical instrument that detectsluminescing materials.
(Grasser et al., 1982). As a result, pure scheelitecannot
The fluorescenceofscheelite has been known and used be excited by sunlight becauseno solar radiation at wavelengths shorter than 300 nm reachesthe Earth's surface
as a diagnostic property for the identification of this mineral since the work of VanHorn (1930). Pure scheelite (Luckiesh, 1946, p. 4448). The question of whether the
addition of Mo would increasethe excitation wavelength
fluoresceswith a blue light (425 nm), but the addition of
ofscheelite to wavelengthsgreater than 300 nm has sigMo, which exhibits complete solid solution with W in
nificant importance regarding the use of remote-sensing
scheelite,resultsin the emissionoflonger-wavelengthlight
(530 nm). The changein color has been used to approx- devices,such as the Fraunhofer line discriminator (rro),
imate the amount of Mo presentin a particular specimen which rely on the Sun as an excitation source.
Luminescenceof scheeliteis an intrinsic property; it is
of scheelite(Greenwood,I 943; Cannonand Murata, I 944;
not causedby trace elementsnor by defectsin the crystal
Shoji and Sasaki,1978).
This study was undertaken to acquire spectral mea- structure (Grasser et al., 1982). The effect on luminessurementsof synthetic members in the scheelite-powel- cenceof the addition of small amounts of Mo to scheelite
lite (CaWOo-CaMoOo)solid-solution series,to determine has been investigated by Cannon and Murata (1944),
Kroger (1948), Kononov (1967), and Shoji and Sasaki
the cause(s)of the shift of emission wavelengthas the Mo
(1978).
These studies noted that the fluorescentcolor of
content in thesephosphorsis increased,and to determine
scheelite
changesfrom its characteristic blue to yellow
whether the luminescenceof natural scheelite-powellite
with
the
addition
of small amounts of Mo (lessthan 20
exposurescould be stimulated by the Sun and detected
by the Fraunhofer line-depth remote sensing method molo/oCaMoOo). Different values, however, have been
(Hemphill et al., 1983a,1983b).The excitationof schee- reported for the wavelengths emitted by pure scheelite
lite occurs dominantly at wavelengthsless than 300 nm (418466 nm), pure powellite (485-535 nm), and the
amount of Mo necessary(10-20 molo/oCaMoOo)to effect
the changein color (Table l). The causesof this shift in
the emission wavelengthsof the scheelite-powellitesolid' Presentaddress:I I 4 North SanFranciscoStreet,Suite208, solution seriesalso have not beendefinitively established.
Inrnooucrrox
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is a single emission peak that shifts in responseto the
changein chemistry. Kononov (1967) alluded to the for-
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TABLE1. Comparison of investigations of the spectral shift in
the scheelite-powellitesolid solution
Appearanceof 1st
Mo color
lnvestigator

W color

Mo color

Cannonand Murata(1944)
Kroger(1948)
(1967)
Kononov
ShojiandSasaki(1978)
Thispaper

blue
420 nm
466nm
418nm
425 nm

yellow
535nm
516nm
485nm
530 nm

(molo/o
CaMoO4)

14
20
17
10
10

mation of Mo-rich regions in the scheelitestructure that
causethe occrurenceof the yellow emission. We believe
that Mo is distributed homogeneously throughout the
crystal, that the emission peak results from the addition
of characteristic scheelite and powellite emissions, and
that the shift in the composite emission peak reflects
changesin the relative intensities of the scheelite and
powellite emissions as the chemistry of the mineral is
changed.
MnrHoos
Scheelite-powellite
synthesis
Twenty-onemembersof the scheelite-powellite
solid-solution
seriesweresynthesized;
theircompositions
are0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,
0 . 8 ,1 , 2 , 4 , 6 , 8 ,1 0 ,1 5 , 2 0 , 3 0 , 4 0 , 5 0 , 6 0 , 8 0 , 9 0a,n9d51, 0 0
mol9oCaMoOo.A methodof directlyprecipitatingMo-bearing
scheeliteof the desiredcompositionwasadaptedfrom a techniquedescribed
by Shojiand Sasaki(1978).
NarWOo.2HrOand NarMoOo.2HrOwereweighedin appropriateproportionsto providethe desiredintermediatemember
ofthe solidsolution.Thesetwo reagents
weredissolvedtogelher
in 100 mL of distilledwaterand slowlvpouredinto one L of

Fig. l.

boiling distilled water containing 100 g ofCaCl,. The precipitate,
which has the same W:Mo molar ratio as the NaWO..2HrONaMoOo.2HrO solution (Shoji and Sasaki, 1978), was filtered
and washed in deionized water prior to drying for 24 h at 100
"C. Analysis of the products by X-ray diffraction ensured that
only members of the scheelite-powelliteserieswere present;no
other phaseswere detectedin any of the samples.
The initial products were analyzedusing a fluorescencespectrophotometer (Fig. l) as describedbelow. Although the wavelength of the emission peaks varied with the changein composition (Fig. 2) as had previously been reported (Kroger, 1948;
Kononov, 1967; Shoji and Sasaki, 1978), the luminescenceintensitiesof individual sampleswere variable when compared to
the intensities exhibited by samples of neighboring compositions. The diverse nature of the peak luminescenceintensities
may be attributed to the variable size of the crystallites. Kotera
et al. (1981) and Inagaki et al. (1983) demonstratedthat luminescenceintensity decreasesas the diameter of the crystals decreases.Thesechangesin crystal sizeand luminescenceintensity
may be attributed to inconsistenciesin the synthesistechnique.
Changessuch as intensity and duration ofagitation, rate ofseed
formation, particle growth of all chemical phases, rate of addition ofcomponents, the sequencein which components are added,
and the aggregatesize of the surface area of the particles (ideally
particles of all phaseswould be very fine and of the same size)
may enhance or reduce the quantum efficiency of a phosphor
(Froelich, 1948).Leverenz(1950, p. 73) noted that the resultsof
severalinvestigatorscommonly differ widely due to idiosyncrasiesoftechnique, even where the sameingredientsand facilities
are used. In order to increasethe size of the crystals and their
intensity, all sampleswere annealedin air for 96 h, similar to
the proceduredescribedby Inagaki et al. (1983). A temperature
of 700 "C, near the highest temperature at which (MoOo)'?-is
stable and will not preferentially volatilize (L. L. Y. Chang, oral
comm., 1984), was used. Spectral measurementson these annealed specimensexhibited a more regular variation in their
luminescenceintensities (Fig. 3).

Optical-path diagram of the r'rpr-lla fluorescencespectrophotometer(modified from Perkin-Elmer Corporation, I 978).
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Annealing also introduced some random, though less pronounced, efects on intensity. Our synthetic Mo-bearing scheelites were annealedin batchescontaining as many as 16 samples,
some of which deviated from the intensity trend establishedby
most of the samplesheated in the same batch. The deviations
may have beena result ofunequal heatingdue to heterogeneities
of temperaturein the oven.
Spectral measurements
Spectral measurements were made using a Perkin-Elmer
MpF-448fluorescencespectrophotometer(Fig. I ).a Modifications
were made to the spectrophotometerafter delivery to improve
the quality of spectral data collected with it. A holographic grating (1200 groovesper millimeter) was installed in the excitation
monochrometer, thereby reducing or negatingmany of the random or periodic errors that had occurred while using the ruled
grating delivered with the instrument. A ruled grating, 1200
grooves per millimeter and blazed at 500 nm, was installed in
the emission monochrometer, and improved spectral response
in the infrared to wavelengthsas long as 830 nm. Additional
filter holders were also installed in the sample compartment so
that selectedblocking filters could be introduced during midscan
to reduce stray light, which is especiallytroublesomewhen measuring rock and mineral powders.
Raw spectraldata was modified by the corrected-specfaunit
(csu), a microcomputer that after calibration, removes the spec- O M o l e %
tral featurescharacteristicof the Xe soluce, monochrometeropCaMoOn
tics, and the detector.Calibration ofthe Xe sourceand excitation
monochrometer for the wavelenglh region from 240 to 600 nm
was achieved by using the known luminescenceof an optically
densesolution ofrhodamine B dye in ethylene glycol. For subsequentexcitation scanson samples,the information, which was
stored in memory at 0.2-nm increments during the calibration
run, can be recalled and used to correct the spectral scan. Calibration of the emission monochrometer and detector was
achieved using a standard W source and scanning from 400 to
830 nm. These correction values are stored in memory and recalled during subsequentruns on samples.
Scnnrr,rrn
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Emission spectra
Emission spectra for each of the synthetic members of
the scheelite-powellite series were measured at room temperature by using an excitation wavelength of 250 nm.
The data are presented graphically in Figure 2 and, are
tabulated with analogous data from Shoji and Sasaki
(1978) in Table 2.
Pure scheelite and pure powellite have peak emissions
at 425 and 530 nm, respectively, when excited at 250
nm. Spectral shift occurs in the 0-10 molo/oCaMoO4 range
where the peak emission shifts from 425 to 530 nm (Fig.
3). At l0 molo/o CaMoOo, the emission peak curve exhibits a major inflection. Above l0 molo/o CaMoOo, the
emission peak exhibits wavelengths of approximately 530
nm. The relative intensity exhibits a minimum at20 molo/o
CaMoOo. The highest intensities are exhibited by pure
scheelite and near pure powellite (Fig. 3).
a The use of trade names in this paper is for descriptive purposesonly and does not constitute an endorsementof the product by the U.S. Geological Survey.
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Fig. 2. Emission
specimens.
Excitationusedwas250 nm.

These data agree fairly well $iith descriptive results
(blue, bluish white, etc.) reported by Shoji and Sasaki
( I 978) for synthetic scheelite-powellitephosphors.Their
spectraat 0 molo/oCaMoOo show a peak interpreted (by
us) to be at 418 nm, which is close to our measurement
of the emission peak (425 nm) for the samecomposition.
Their peak at 100 molo/oCaMoOo is interpreted to be at
485 nm, 45 nm less than our peak at 530 nm (Table 2).
This discrepancymay be due to Shoji and Sasaki'sdata
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Fig. 3. Wavelengthand relative intensity of emission peak related to composition (expressedin mol06CaMoOo)for l7 synthetic
scheelite-powellitespecimens.Excitation at 250 nm.

permitted a closer approximation to equilibrium (Leverenz, 1950, p. 50) and a more accuratedetermination of
the emission spectra.
Our data, however, are in marked contrast with Kononov's (1967) analysesof the spectra of eight natural
scheelite-powellitesamplesthat had compositions ranging from 0.12 to 16.81 molo/oCaMoOo.He observedno
emission peaksshorter than 466 nm nor any longer than
516 nm. He interpreted the major peak shift to be in the
four specimensthat exhibited only 1.62 molo/oCaMoOo
or less.It is possiblethat Kononov's resultswere adversely affectedby his apparatusin that his spectrophotometer
apparently produced only uncorrectedspectra(Kononov,
1967).His peak of longestwavelength,516 nm, may actually be at a somewhat longer wavelength when meaTeaue2. Emissionpeaksscheelite-powellite
(excitationat 250 sured in a corrected-spectramode. The absenceofpeaks
nm)
shorter than 466 nm in his data may be due to his use of
a blocking filter to avoid an unwanted Hg line at 436.5
peaks(nm)
Emission
nm (sic;actually435.8 nm; he apparentlyusedthe 253.7Mol% CaMoO4
Thisstudy'
Shoii and Sasaki"
nm Hg line as his primary excitation source).

not being corrected for the spectral response of their
R-374 photomultiplier detector.
Our data agreevery well with the spectraof synthetic
scheelite-powellitephosphorsproduced by Kroger (l 948,
p. 134-135)who showedpeaksnear 420 and 535 nm for
0 and 100 molo/oCaMoOo (Table l), respectively.Kroger
(1948, p. 134)noted an inflection at 410 nm and a peak
at 510 nm for the I mol% CaMoO. emission curve, neither of which was observedby us. Kroger (1948,p. 108)
synthesizedhis samplesby annealing solid reagents,and
this particular sample may not have attained equilibrium
or a stoichiometric distribution of Mo and W throughout
the crystal structure. Our technique of directly precipitating phaseswith the desired compositions should have

0
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425
430
470
500
510
520
530
530
532
532
s32
530
525
531
532
530
530

418
412
431
454
468
n.d.
474
n.d.
474
n.d.
476
n.d.
500
476
n.d.
n.d.
485

Perspectiveplots

Luminescenceof Mo-bearing scheelitesis more complicated than is revealed by the emission spectragenerated from one excitation wavelength,becauseas the excitation wavelength is varied, the wavelength of the
emission peak changes(Fig. a). One way of showing the
effectsof the excitation wavelengthon the resulting emission is by the use of three-dimensionalperspectiveplots,
which graphically represent the luminescenceof a sample. A three-dimensional perspectiveplot of visible and
near-visible excitation and emission properties of a sample material (e.g., Fig. 5) can be made by scanning the
' Selection
ot emissionpeakis basedupon6 to 10emission
scanruns.
emission monochrometer out to 830 nm while the exci(1978,
p.
peaks
Shoii
and
Sasaki
The
measurements
399).
are
our
of
"
theiremissionplots;n.d. = no data as Shoiiand Sasaki(1978)did not tation monochrometer is stepped at l0-nm increments
synthesize
thesecompositions.
beginning at 300 nm and ending 3l scanslater at 600
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intensitiesof the other 6 samples(15, 50, 60,70,90, and
95 molo/oCaMoOo) are similar to the contiguous como
positions shown in Figure 5. Instead of one emissionpeak
that changesits position as the composition is changed
(Kroger, 1948;Kononov,19671,Shoji and Sasaki,1978),
o
two peaks are present in those samples containing less
o
than l0 molo/oCaMoOo fig. 5). The emission spectrum
H
EI
at253.7-nm excitation,noted by Kroger (1948),Konono
o
ov (1967),and Shoji and Sasaki(1978),is actuallya comc
posite emission peak causedby the combining of the two
€
o
peaks. Each peak representsthe luminescenceexhibited
by one of the end members. Scheeliteexhibits the more
o
intense peak (Fig. 5A). It has maximum excitation and
o
emission at 243 and 425 nm, respectively.The powellite
o
x
peak (Fig. 5L) appearslower and broader showing maximum excitation at 280 nm and maximum emission at
Emissioa I (aE)
530 nm. W-rich intermediate members of the series(Fig.
Fig. 4. Emission spectra of a scheelite-powellitespecimen 5A-5G) exhibit the pure scheeliteand powellite peaksin
containing 2 molo/oCaMoOofor various excitation wavelengths. the same position but at differing intensities.
Note the changein wavelength of the peak emission from 435
In this solid-solution series,the first appearanceofthe
to 530 nm as the excitation wavelengthis increasedfrom 240 to powellite peak occurs with 0.2 molo/oCaMoO4 presentin
280 nm.
the scheelite(Fig. 6). The intensity ofthis peak increases
with increasing abundanceof CaMoOo, but its position
nm. The procedure is described in Theisen and Hemphill
remains constant (Figs. 6 and 7). The scheelitepeak exhibits a marked decreasein intensity with as little as 0.2
0985).
Plots of I I of the syntheticspecimensare shownin molo/o CaMoOo present, and as increasingly greater
Figure5, and 6 are shownin Figure7. The shapesand amounts of CaMoO. are added to the solid solution, the
scheelitepeak exhibits lower intensities. With l0 molo/o
CaMoOo present in the mineral (Fig. 5H), the scheelite
peak disappears.The shift of the compositeemissionpeak

Fig. 5. Three-dimensional perspective plots of twelve syn- C a M o O oa r eA , 0 ; B , l ; C , l ; D , 2 ; E , 4 ; F , 6 ; G , 8 ; H , l 0 ; I , 2 0 ;
thetic scheelite-powellite specimenscontaining variable amounts
J, 40; K, 80; and L, 100. The emission and excitation slits were
2.5 and 5.0 nm, respectively.
of CaMoOo. Parts A and B are at the same gain (1.34). Parts C
through L are at a higher gain (3.73). The compositions in molo/o
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this is not the case(Fig. 5), causesother than a dilution
of W excitation (and emission) as Mo is added must be
CaMoOo
occurring. Such causescould include (l) reabsorption of
the tungstateemission by molybdate, (2) inhomogeneous
distribution of W and Mo in the crystal, (3) locations of
the absorption edgesof tungstateand molybdate relative
to the wavelength of the exciting radiation, (4) thermal
tr
quenchingof the excitation, or (5) nonradiative migration
a
EI
of energyin the crystal.
o
In the caseofreabsorption, the tungstateluminescence
I
would be reabsorbedby molybdate, either in the sameor
o
a different crystal, which then luminescesat 530 nm. This
D
hypothesis fails for two reasons.Molybdate is excited at
|!
wavelengths shorter than 350 nm (Fig. 5L), and the
o
tungstateemission (32U570 nm; Fig. 5A) overlaps only
E
the tail of the molybdate excitation. Most of the tungstate
light would not be absorbed and some luminescence
characteristicof tungstate should be present at CaMoOo
2r
0.0
F
concentrations greater than l0 molo/0.Second, if such
reabsorption were occurring, its effectsshould be seenin
400 500 600 700 800
physical mixtures of pure fine-grainedscheeliteand powellite. However, a spectrum for a physical mixture conE m i a s i o n\ ( n m )
taining 70 molo/opowellite and only 30 molo/oscheelite
Fig. 6. Emissionspectrafor five membersof the scheelite- was recorded and clearly showed the tungstatepeak.
powellitesolid-solution
series.All specimens
wereexcitedat 280
Kononov (1967) postulated that the spectral shift repowellitepeak
nm. Note the appearance
of the characteristic
from different arrangementsof block isomorphism
sulted
(530nm) at 0.2 molo/o
CaMoOoandthe increasein intensityof
occurring in Mo-bearing scheelites.From 0 to 1.62 molo/o
this peakat higherconcentrations
of CaMoOo.
CaMoOo, the Mo is present homogeneouslythroughout
the scheelitestructure(Kononov, 1967).Above l.62molo/o
(at253.7-nm excitation)in the 0-10 molo/oCaMoO4range, CaMoO., he postulated that Mo in scheelitebecomesoras reportedby Kroger (1948),Kononov (1967),and Shoji dered. At low contents,Mo forms flat grids; with increasand Sasaki(1978),is a result ofthe rapid weakeningand ing Mo content, two-dimensional layers and eventually
disappearanceof the scheelitepeak.
multilayer blocks are formed. The layers and blocks become centersof luminescencecharacteristicof powellite.
Luminescencemechanisms
Inflections in his peak position and peak intensity curves
The scheelitestructure is generallyacceptedas having are attributed to the initial formation of these structures
(WOo)'- in the form of slightly distorted tetrahedra that (Kononov, 1967).Kononov's (1967) hypotheseson the
are held apart by Ca2'. Each Ca is surrounded by eight structure of members in the scheelite-powelliteseriesare
oxygen atoms located at the corners of a distorted cube not supportedby X-ray diffraction analysis.His inflection
and sharesthe cornersofits cube with the cornersofeight points were detectedneither by us nor other investigators
tungstatetetrahedra.
of the scheelite-powellitesolid-solution series.
The blue luminescencein scheeliteis an intrinsic propKroger (1948, p. 135) attributed the shift of the comerty ofthe mineral. The luminescencehas beenattributed posite emission peak to two characteristicsof scheelite
to a charge-transferelectronic transition in the molecular and powellite: the locations oftheir absorption edgesand
orbital schemeof the anionic tungstate(WOo)' complex thermal quenching of excitation. An exciting wavelength
(seeGrasseret al., 1982).The luminescenceof powellite of 253.7 nm is within the absorption of both the scheelite
(isostructural with scheelite)is also intrinsic and attrib- and powellite components. This excitation, however, is
uted to electronic transitions in molecular orbitals of the closerto the absorption edgeof scheelite(260 nm, sic; we
molybdate (MoOo)'z-anionic group (Blasse,1980).
have measured it at 290 nm) than it is to the edge of
Although the tungstate peak (425 nm; Fig. 5,A) has powellite (340 nm), which allows the powellite compogreater intensity than the molybdate peak (530 nm; Fig. nent to be more effectivelyexcited. This differencewould
5L), it does not persist as Mo is added to the crystal; it result in a characteristic molybdate emission stronger than
disappearswith as little as l0 molo/oCaMoOo present. If that indicatedby the W:Mo ratio (Kroger, 1948,p. 135).
At temperatures below - 180 'C, the strength of the
the intensity ofthe tungstatepeak were dependentupon
the amount of excitation received by the tungstate, the characteristictungstate and molybdate emissions would
tungstate emission would be proportional to the W:Mo reflect the efficiency of their relative excitations (Kroger,
ratio and the strong tungstate peak should be visible to 1948, p. 135). At room temperature,however, Kroger
concentrations higher than l0 molo/oCaMoOo. Because (19a8, p. 135) surmised-incorrectly, we believe-that
Mole
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Fig. 7. Three-dimensional perspectiveplots of six synthetic scheelite-powellitespecimenshaving 0 to I mol9o CaMoOo. The
compositions in mol9oCaMoOo are A, 0.0; B, 0.2; C, 0.4; D, 0.6; E, 0.8; and F, 1.0. The emission and excitation slits were 2.5 and
5.0 nm, respectively.

thermal quenchingof tungstateexcitation would be more
efficient than thermal quenchingof molybdate excitation,
and the intensity of the characteristictungstateluminescencerelative to molybdate emission would be reduced.
Kroger envisioned that both processescausedthe shift in
compositeemission.Recentinvestigations,however,have
shown that excitation at 253.7 nm is away from the absorption edgesofboth scheeliteand powellite (this study)
and that, at room temperature, thermal quenching is more
efficient for powellite than for scheelite(Powell and Blasse,
l 980).
A possible explanation for the marked decreasein the
intensity of the tungstatepeak when as little as 0.2 molo/o
CaMoOo is added may be a nonradiative migration of
energywithin the crystal. The processofenergy migration
from sensitizer (absorbs energy) to activator (emits energy) elementsin artificial phosphorshas been studied in
detail (e.g.,Powell and Blasse,1980). The work has centered around the addition oftrace amounts ofrare-earth
elements (REEs) or transition metals to inorganic compounds such as halides, vanadates, borates, and phosphates (Imbusch, 1978; Powell and Blasse,1980). For
instance,fluorapatite, when doped with Sb and Mn, will

luminesce. In this case, Mn is the activator, but it can
only be excited by the migration of energy from a sensitizer, specifically Sb (Imbusch, 1978). The efect of the
dopants is strongly dependent on their concentration in
the host crystal becausethe energy-migration processis
dependent on the distance the energy must migrate between a pair of atoms in each transfer. There can be a
number of such transfers between sensitizersbefore the
energy reachesan activator. Too high a concentration of
the REEs in the host, however, may lead to quenchingof
the excitation without producing luminescence(Powell
and Blasse,1980).
The scheeliteend member doesallow energymigration
at room temperature (Powell and Blasse, 1980, p. 66).
The spectra seen in this study can be explained by a migration of the excitation energy from a tungstate to a molybdate where it is trapped and luminescencecharacteristic of molybdate can occur (Fig. 8). The energy
differences between the $ound and excited states in
tungstateare greaterthan those in molybdate. The higher
energygapsin the tungstaterelative to the molybdate are
evidencedby the peak excitation for tungstate(243 nm;
5.10 eV) versusmolybdate (280 nm; 4.43 eV) and the
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Fig. 8. A schematicillustrationofthe processofnonradiative energymigration.The tungstateis excitedand transfersthe
energyto molybdate,whichluminesces.
peak emission for tungstate (425 nm; 2.92 eV) versus
molybdate (530 nm; 2.34 eY). The energygapsallow for
a one-way migration of the energy into the molybdate
orbitals becauseit cannot return to the higher energygaps
of the tungstate(R. C. Powell, oral comm., 1985).Any
energythat migrates to the molybdate is etrectively trapped
(Fig. 8). For zero tungstateemission to occur, Mo atoms
must be close enough to W atoms in the crystal lattice to
allow the energy to migrate to the molybdate before a
tungstateemission occurs.Apparently, with as little as l0
molo/oCaMoOo and a homogeneousdistribution of Mo
in the crystal structure, energy migration to molybdate
and zero tungstateemission do occur.
FLD orrncrroN
Prediction of detectivity by the FLD
The rrp uses the Fraunhofer line-depth method of
measuringluminescence,which involves observing a selected Fraunhofer line in the solar spectrum and measuring the ratio ofthe central intensity ofthe line to a convenient point on the continuum a few tenths of a
nanometer distant. This ratio is compared with a similar
ratio ofa conjugatespectrum reflectedfrom material that
is suspectedto luminesce.Both ratios normally are identical. but luminescenceis indicated where the Fraunhofer
line profile in the reflected spectrum is filled in, and the
reflected target ratio exceedsthe solar reference ratio.
Therefore, the Sun can be used as an excitation source
without complete masking of any luminescencewhich is
produced(Hemphill et al., 1983a,1983b).
In order to assesswhether luminescingmaterials would
be detectable with a rrp before conducting an airborne

survey, the spectral luminescenceintensity of a sample
target material may be measured with the fluorescence
spectrophotometer(Fig. l). The spectrophotometercan
be operated so as to produce excitation spectra; the excitation monochrometer is scanned while the emission
monochrometer is stationary at the wavelength of a specific Fraunhofer line. This arrangementprovides a system
in the laboratory analogousto a FLD in the field, where
broadband excitation of the Sun (>300 nm; Luckiesh,
1946,p.48) producesan emissionin a luminescentmaterial, the intensity of which is monitored at one or more
Fraunhofer lines. The spectra are corrected initially for
wavelength variation in spectrophotometer source and
detector by means of the csu. To acquire the same wavelength and intensity dependenceof luminescencein the
laboratory as would be observeil with an airborne rro,
the source- and detector-correctedspectra are also convolved with the spectral intensity of direct sunlight and
diffuse s$lghq using radiation data from Kondratev
(1973, p. 4 I 7; acquired before noon, September24, | 962,
Odessa,USSR, lat 46"N) and/or Luckiesh (1946, p. 48;
acquiredmidsummer, Cleveland,U.S.A., lat 41.5'N).
By comparing theseresultswith excitation spectraof a
rhodamine WT dye standard upon which the same corrections have been applied, the luminescenceintensity of
a sample material at one or more Fraunhofer lines may
be expressedas a certain concentrationofrhodamine dye
that has equivalent intensity (Hemphill et al., 1977;Watson, 1981).The level of luminescenceintensityadjudged
to be significant is 2.0 ppb rhodamine dye equivalency
or larger and is based upon demonstrated sensitivity of
the rrp when operatedfrom arcrafl. Although under ideal test conditions, the rup is sensitive to rhodamine dye
at concentrations as small as 0. I ppb (Plascyk and Gabriel, 1975),airborne remote sensingof luminescencecan
be adverselyaffectedwhere sizeof outcrop is smaller than
the sensor pixel, where atmospheric dust and aerosols
obscure the outcrop, and where nonluminescent materials such as detritus and vegetationreduceluminescence
intensity.
Rhodamine dye equivalencies
Rhodamine dye equivalencies of 17 synthetic specimens are reported for the Fraunhoferlines at 486, 518,
589, and 656 nm (Table 3). Their values rangefrom 0 to
7.5 ppb. The values typically increaseas the samplesbecome more Mo rich.
Of the four lines, 518 nm appearsto be the most sensitive to the compositional changesin the samples.Equivalenciesfor this line vary from 0.6 to 7.5 ppb. The composition where the scheeliteshould be detectableby the
rr-o (2 ppb) is 8 molo/oCaMoOo, although 6 molo/oCaMoOo
yields an equivalency of 1.9 ppb. All sampleshaving >8
molo/oCaMoOohave rhodamine dye equivalenciesgreater than 2 ppb. The highest equivalency is exhibited by
pure powellite.
The Fraunhofer lines at 486 and 589 nm show equivalenciesof 2 ppb and higher at a composition > l5 molo/o
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CaMoOo. The line at 656 nm exhibits equivalenciesof 2 TeeLe3. RhodamineWT dye equivalenciesfor 17 synthetic
scheelite-powellitespecimens
ppb or greater for all compositions having >50 molo/o
CaMoOo.Thesethree lines also exhibit their highestequilines
Fraunhofer
Md%
valenciesat pure powellite.
n
m
589
nm
656 nm
486
nm
5
1
8
CaMoon
The addition of 8 molo/oCaMoOo to scheelitewill in0.3
0
0.6
0.5
0
crease its solar-stimulated luminescenceto a level de0.5
0.1
0.9
1
0.6
tectableby the ruo operating at 5 18 nm. Although schee0.2
1.3
0.8
2
1.1
1. 1
0.3
1.7
1.5
4
lite and powellite exhibit complete solid solution, few
0.5
1.9
1.4
o
1.7
intermediate members occur naturally. Most natural
1.6
0.5
1.9
2.0
8
2.0
0.7
2.4
scheelitescontain less than 5 molo/oCaMoOo (Hsu and
10
0.9
2.5
2.7
2.9
15
Galli, 1973).
2.7
0.9
3.2
20
2.9
The low number of scheelitescontaining more than 8
1.2
2.9
2.8
3.3
30
1.8
3.3
40
3.4
3.9
molo/oCaMoOo would suggestthat FLD detection of this
4.4
2.7
4.3
5.2
50
mineral specieswould be limited. To test this conclusion,
2.6
4.5
4.2
5.0
60
we measured luminescencein 85 natural scheelitesam2.9
5.8
5.4
6.2
80
3.8
6.1
6.8
6.6
90
ples using the spectrophotometer.We have found signif4.1
6.9
6.3
6.3
95
icant luminescencein all natural scheelitesthat contain
7.0
4.8
7.5
7.2
100
> 8 molo/oCaMoOo (7 samples).Forty-three of the scheelite samples containing <8 molo/oCaMoOo (12 with no
detectable Mo) exhibited luminescence at intensities
Rrrnnnxcns crrpo
greaterthan 2 ppb rhodamine dye equivalency.Although
(1980)
The luminescenceof closed-shelltransition-metal comMo content in scheeliteis a major contributing factor to Blasse,G.
plexes.
In Luminescenceand energytransfer,strucNew
developments.
luminescence,it appearsthat other factors must be conture and bonding, vol. 42, p. l-42. Springer-Verlag,New York.
sideredwhen determining whether natural scheeliteis de- Cannon,R.S., Jr., and Murata, IC J. (1944)Estimating molybdenum contectable by the n-o. The data and causes(probably imtent of scheeliteor calcium tungstateby visual color ofits fluorescence.
purities or structural defects)of the luminescenceand the
U.S. Patent2,346661.
feasibility of rrp detection are discussed in detail in Froelich, H.C. (1948) The preparation of phosphors containing oxygen
and fluorine. In G.R. Fonda and F. Seitz, Eds., Preparation and charHemphill et al. (1988).
p,
CoNcr,usrous
The emission peak (at 253.7-nm excitation) in Mobearing scheeliteis actually a composite peak formed by
the addition of characteristictungstate(425 nm) and molybdate (530 nm) emissions.The characteristicemissions
do not changetheir positions as composition is varied;
rather their intensities change.The intensity of luminescence characteristic of tungstate decreasesto zero with
the addition of only l0 molo/oCaMoOoand probably representsnonradiative energymigration from the tungstate
to the molybdate. The marked decreasein the tungstate
peak as Mo is added causesthe sharp shift in the spectra
of the composite emission peak.
Although spectraof the synthetic samplesindicate that
only those scheeliteshaving >8 molo/oCaMoOo should
luminesce, under solar stimulation at intensities high
enough for detection by the rr,o, many natural scheelites
containing <8 molo/oCaMoOo show significant luminescence.Thesenatural scheelitesmay contain impurities or
structural defectsthat mav enhancetheir solar-stimulated
luminescence.
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